
Personalized employee 
development tools to maximize the 

impact of every individual

With 300 online lessons, more than 400 
combined exercises, handouts and rubrics, and 
54 classroom modules tailored for students 
or adults, PAIRIN’s curriculum is the most 
comprehensive soft skills development program 
in existence.

Personalized online 
curriculum  
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In-Person classroom 
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for group development

Live online 

professional 
development 

courses
to accelerate 

your coaching impact
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PAIRIN has been 
recognized as:



How do I ensure each individual reaches their potential?
By identifying the exact skill gaps for each person and serving them the soft skill courses 

based on those gaps, PAIRIN helps you personalize each individual’s development plan 

based on their individual areas of need – ensuring you get the maximum impact out of 

everyone on your team.

What makes PAIRIN so unique?
Partnering with PAIRIN gives you the most comprehensive system available for developing 

your employees. The PAIRIN Survey is based on over 60 years of scientific research, and is 

the only longitudinal, non-cognitive measurement available. You also get tracking of 100+ 

characteristics, reports, rubrics, exercises, tips and resources, all in an easy to understand 

graphical dashboard.

What does PAIRIN’s online curriculum include?
Over 300 online micro-lessons designed to develop 54 different soft skills which can 

be integrated into any SCORM-compliant learning management system (LMS) to easily 

distribute the curriculum without the need for customization.

What makes PAIRIN’s curriculum effective?
PAIRIN’s curriculum focuses on the soft skills that are at least 75% of what makes 

an individual successful in career and life. Since the curriculum was designed using 

competency-based education principles and focuses on changeable soft skills, individuals 

can easily learn and grow in desired areas.

How does it work?
You only need one 10-minute survey and our cloud-based, patent-pending process to 

identify the areas of needed development in applicants and employees. You can identify 

specific areas required to make your B-performers A’s, and measure their growth over time. 

Our curriculum can be accessed on PAIRIN’s LMS or integrated in to any SCORM-compliant 

LMS for ease of use.

For more information… Visit PAIRIN.COM or email INFO@PAIRIN.COM.

Self Concept

Global tendencies to generate results through inten6onal, resourceful, energe6c mindsets and 

behaviors.

Insight DYNAMISM describes powerful drive and ability to generate. Think of an electric dynamo! High 

scorers are energe6c, hardworking and forceful. They are unafraid when facing complex challenges. 

They invent ways to get things done—to bring poten6ality to reality—with liIle outside Mo6va6on 

required. In some cases ac6vi6es and goals may be placed above people. At 6mes they may coerce 

others to move toward goal execu6on before crea6ng buy-in. Such behavior can result in conflict and 

lack of trust. In extreme cases, the desire to aIain the goal might lead to cuMng corners.
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Unlock Full Pairin Curriculum

Learn More

My Development
Using science we have prioriEzed curriculum for you to make you the best possible you

Available Curriculum

1

Identify gaps to 

career goals

2

Deploy personalized soft 
skills curriculum

3

Develop leaders to coach  
their employees and 

measure professional 
growth

The Process

Based on results from The PAIRIN Survey, 

individuals receive personalized curriculum 

based on their career goals and skill gaps.


